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Tyler R. Bonstead

From: Richard Didcoate [mailto:rdidcoate@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 14, 2010 9:24 AM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Proposed South Bay Green Line extension

Dear Randy,
I received the leaflet on the proposed South Bay extension. As a Lawndale
resident I want to say that I think it's a great idea. I think that option
2 - using the existing freight track - would make most sense as it is a
very under-utilized line. I assume this would require crossing gates at
all the cross streets - 161st and 162nd street for example - and I think
the advantages of improved transportation outweigh the inconvenience of
delays at the crossings.
For my personal use I would love to see a station as close as possible to
162nd street (I live on Grevillea close to 162nd) as this would give me a
cheap and realistic way to get to the airport and save huge parking fees
or taxi fees.
Finally, I run an audio video rental company (Audio Video L.A.) with our
office in Lawndale. If you do need audio visual equipment - projector and
screen, mics and speakers - for any of the public scoping meetings coming
up, I would be very happy to give you a quote on this. Our prices are very
reasonable and our service is excellent.
Sincerely,

Richard A. Didcoate
424 247 8472
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From: Kocsis, Cooper [mailto:Cooper.Kocsis@Mattel.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 15, 2010 6:08 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Metro Green Line Expansion -- Public Comment
I am all for an extension of the Metro Green Line.
Living in Hawthorne and working in El Segundo, I either bike, walk or take the Green Line to work daily.
The addition of easy and affordable transportation to Torrance would be great.

Sincerely,
Cooper Kocsis
5431 W. 135th Street
Hawthorne, CA

Cooper Kocsis
Sr. Planning Analyst
Demand Planning
*3664

This message (including any attachments) is only for the use of the person(s) for whom it is intended. It may
contain Mattel confidential and/or trade secret information. If you are not the intended recipient, you should not
copy, distribute or use this information for any purpose, and you should delete this message and inform the
sender immediately.
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From: saul roe [mailto:saulroe@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2010 7:07 AM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: southbayextension@metro.net
my coments 4 SB extension
- number one is light into LAX that goes 2 all terminals & the LAX bus transit center. a seperate system that works like the
DFW train would be best an express premium train with bagage carrying facilities between LAX & LA Union Station (like
NY Train to the Plane).
- NO grade crossings
-make Crenshaw coridore lite rail & take over green line beyond Aviation Stn. Green line would then go into LAX -free
park & ride is important -no discounts unless buying monthly pass
Saul Roe
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From: Seek room for work done/310 [mailto:jeffreydavidmorris@myway.com]
Sent: Friday, April 23, 2010 2:23 PM
To: SouthBayExtension; Customer Relations; Library; Turner, Michael; Torres, Patricia; Hamparian, Raffi; Henry, Arthur;
Yeager, Marisa; Valenzuela, Helen; mprimmer@mobility21.com; Litvak, Jody Feerst; Morallo, Richard; Babb, Wilbur;
dgabbard@hotmail.com; Gorman, Karen; Shigetomi, Jack; Saudi, George; RecordsManagementCenter;
webmaster@metro-oig.net; Ethics_Dept; info@busridersunion.org; bart.reed@thetransitcoalition.us;
numan.parada@thetransitcolition.us; info@thetransitcoalition.us; members@erha.org; rtd1121@yahoo.com;
info@cfte.org; info@caltransit.org; gus@caltransit.org; jeff@caltransit.org; jim@caltransit.org; sabrina@caltransit.org;
tuyen@caltransit.org
Subject: To: Randy Lamm - 'South Bay/Green Line extension';
Importance: High

Just wanna say 'Thank you' (all), for all you do "MTA"/"Metro", God bless and keep the faith. 'Safety' re:
rider's, never the less, needs to maintain being (key) overall. Oh, and why does the turn bar's at rail station's turn
(both) way's? They don't do that in New York. They need to only turn one way; if one jumps over, doesn't have
fare, misc, then let the security camera's pick that up, like misc - security camera's on train's and buses. If those
out there choose to act a fool, so be it, they can deal with law enforcement, thus even, sit in a 6 x 9 jail cell and
run they mouth. It's quite simple for (?) rider's, misc to act like they got sense, have fare, be dignified, civilized,
got some class (don't mean nose up in the air though), using common sense, misc you know.
I on behalf of other rider's/commuter's, indirectly thank you (in general) and support the (South Bay's Green
Line, light rail /above ground extension). Thank you in advance and good day.
Jeff Morris, http://www.jeffreydavidmorris.com - (Page 1 and 2). Note: Alittle more "MTA"/"Metro" and/or
other partnering transit agencies - bus (line's), through/amidst South Bay, would be greatly appreciated; (ie:
residential/neighborhood's/communities - North of “LAX” – Santa Monica, Venice, Marina Del Rey, Playa Del
Rey; South of “LAX” – El Segundo, Manhattan Beach, Hermosa Beach, Redondo Beach, Hollywood Riviera Village,
Palos Verdes Estates, Rolling Hills Estates, Rolling Hills, Rancho Palos Verdes, hence, more encouraged bus and rail
use, and/or more carpooling, and maybe even some more car's off the road minimally - so to speak.
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From: feedback@metro.net [mailto:feedback@metro.net]
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 12:06 PM
To: Cichoski, Devon E.
Subject: [Metro.net] customer comment
Comment from
First Name: Melvin
Last Name: Hughes
Email:
k6sy@aol.com
Phone:
(310) 644-0251
URL:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------The Green Line extension shown on in the Project Map is fine going south as far as Hawthorne Blvd and 190th Street.
The track beyound (south) of 190th street services NOTHING but the Exxon Mobil oil refinery and a few companies with
small numbers of employees. If any extension South of 190th street is to provide any real service to the South Bay the,
line needs to extend South along Hawthorn Blvd. with stops at 190th Street, Del Amo Blvd, Torrance Blvd, Carson Street,
Sepulveda Blvd, Lomita Blvd, and ending at or near Pacific Coast Highway. The Study Route South of 190th Street is a
giant waste of valuable taxpayer dollars!
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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From: feedback@metro.net [mailto:feedback@metro.net]
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2010 10:03 AM
To: Cichoski, Devon E.
Subject: [Metro.net] customer comment
Comment from
First Name: johnny
Last Name: kurokawa
Email:
kurokawa_johnny@smc.edu
Phone:
(310)434-4281
URL:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Sir/Madame:
I was at the meeting in RB. I feel using the freight line may be the cheapest way to go but the least used as it will not
run like the light rail. Also the Manhattan Beach Blvd and Inglewood Ave is a heavily use intersection. If a train would cut
off that street for any limited amount of time, it would cause havoc. Moving the tracks to Hawthorne Blvd would be better
than going behind the homes in Lawndale. Hawthorne Blvd has a parking lots in the middle of street which never made
sense to me. Thank you for your presentation last night. It was very informative.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
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From: feedback@metro.net [mailto:feedback@metro.net]
Sent: Saturday, May 01, 2010 9:05 PM
To: Cichoski, Devon E.
Subject: [Metro.net] customer comment
Comment from
First Name: Dorothy
Last Name: Schafer
Email:
dorothy.elizabeth05@gmail.com
Phone:
602-628-6448
URL:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------As a recent home buyer on Ruxton Lane, with a home that overlooks the rail line I am greatly opposed to the proposed
light rail or the Freight Track project would include upgrading the existing freight track. My reasons for opposition include
the lack of police force to accommodate the increased influx in people coming into the community, increases in crime,
decrease in property value both in the constant shaking of our homes as the trains pass as well as the increase in crime in
the community. I am also opposed to this project because the disruption in my daily life of having a train coming by my
house at all hours and much more frequently than the current freight trains.

I am however n support of the TSM project which includes (increased rapid bus bus service, signal synchronization, and
intersection improvement. Or the do-nothing project.
Thank you for listening to my concerns.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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From: feedback@metro.net [mailto:feedback@metro.net]
Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2010 8:32 PM
To: Harborsubdivision
Subject: [Metro.net] customer comment
Comment from
First Name: Warren
Last Name: Webb
Email:
studeranch@yahoo.com
Phone:
951-241-0277
URL:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Why is the Green Line extention being dragged out in such a piecemeal way? Wouldnt it be more practical to have the
rail line finished all the way to Long Beach in one shot? The existing rail line is there, why delay in using it to its full
potential? Wouldnt this increase its usefullness and insure a profitable ridership? It is like building a home over 30 years
with the first 20 living within the concrete foundation with no structure or shelter. If it cant be done properly, then why do
anything at all? Costs will only rise.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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From: Umeda, Jon [mailto:JUmeda@fire.lacounty.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2010 10:16 AM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Harbor vs. South Bay studies

Hello,
I was looking over the AA study on the Harbor Subdivision Transit Corridor Study. It seems a portion
of the corridor (South Bay Transit Corridor) was recommended, then approved in December 2009 by
the Metro Board for the Draft EIR/ESI phase.
Does this mean that the Harbor Subdivision Transit Corridor Project is cancelled, postponed or on
hiatus?
Thanks, jon
JON UMEDA

Los Angeles County Fire Department
Planning Analyst
323.881.2404
jumeda@fire.lacounty.gov
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From: Ledermann, Cindy [mailto:Cindy.Ledermann@Mattel.com]
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2010 3:33 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: South Bay Metro Green Line Extension
Importance: High

I live on Ruxton Lane and was only recently made aware of the plans to extend the South Bay
Metro Green Line. Since I was unaware of meetings to discuss these plans, I wanted to make
sure that I was given the opportunity to raise my concerns, especially since my house and
family would be directly greatly affected by this. While I appreciate the intent to improve
transportation, the extension of Metro passenger rail on the existing tracks behind my
property would cause many issues, including those noted below:
o

o

o

o

Passenger trains to operate uninterrupted during train hours (04:00am11:00pm) on the same tracks where freight train operates behind Ruxton Place.
 Structural damage to our homes due to vibration is definitely a concern.
Noise pollution at unfair hours is a health concern when our children lose
sleep due to these disturbances
With the approximately 60-100 passenger trains per day running in both
directions, I am aware that the law states that trains must honk whenever they
pass through residential
 Additional train traffic and horns mandated by the law would cause
considerable noise pollution in a highly residential area
The current freight service would be pushed to operate during nigh hours
(midnight-5 am)
 Based on this new schedule, residents like myself would have continuous
trains passing through our backyards all the time!
A massive transit station to be built on the opposite side of Grant Ave (South of
Target)
 This transit station not only increases traffic and congestion to the
neighborhood but may also impact risk of accidents and crime rates to
our neighborhood

I feel I must voice my concerns and plan to enlist the support of all my neighbors to ensure
their voices are heard as well to ensure we prevent the impact this project will cause at
Ruxton Place and in North Redondo communities. This project not only impacts our quality
of life, personal safety and property values but possibly structural and environmental
conditions as well. We must mitigate further damage to our community so I ask you to
consider other alternatives such as better utilization of the current bus service or alternative
routing for the rail service through industrial areas rather than through residential areas.
Sincerely,
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Cindy Ledermann
WW Entertainment Marketing, Corporate Partnerships & Publishing
Mattel, Inc
(310) 252-4431 Phone
(310) 252-5499 Fax

 Please consider the environment before printing this email.

This message (including any attachments) is only for the use of the person(s) for whom it is intended. It may
contain Mattel confidential and/or trade secret information. If you are not the intended recipient, you should not
copy, distribute or use this information for any purpose, and you should delete this message and inform the
sender immediately.
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From: DE18DE18@aol.com [mailto:DE18DE18@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2010 6:07 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: South Bay Metro Green Line Extension

I live on Ruxton Lane and was only recently made aware of the plans to extend the South Bay Metro Green Line.
Since I was unaware of meetings to discuss these plans, I wanted to make sure that I was given the opportunity
to raise my concerns, especially since my house and family would be directly greatly affected by this. While I
appreciate the intent to improve transportation, the extension of Metro passenger rail on the existing tracks
behind my property would cause many issues, including those noted below:

Passenger trains to operate uninterrupted during train hours (04:00am-11:00pm) on the same tracks where
freight train operates behind Ruxton Place.
Structural damage to our homes due to vibration is definitely a concern. Noise pollution at unfair hours is a
health concern when our children lose sleep due to these disturbances
With the approximately 60-100 passenger trains per day running in both directions, I am aware that the law
states that trains must honk whenever they pass through residential
Additional train traffic and horns mandated by the law would cause considerable noise pollution in a highly
residential area
The current freight service would be pushed to operate during nigh hours (midnight-5 am)
Based on this new schedule, residents like myself would have continuous trains passing through our backyards
all the time!
A massive transit station to be built on the opposite side of Grant Ave (South of Target)
This transit station not only increases traffic and congestion to the neighborhood but may also impact risk of
accidents and crime rates to our neighborhood
I feel I must voice my concerns and plan to enlist the support of all my neighbors to ensure their voices are
heard as well to ensure we prevent the impact this project will cause at Ruxton Place and in North Redondo
communities. This project not only impacts our quality of life, personal safety and property values but possibly
structural and environmental conditions as well. We must mitigate further damage to our community so I ask
you to consider other alternatives such as better utilization of the current bus service or alternative routing for
the rail service through industrial areas rather than through residential areas.
Sincerely
,
Doug Eakins 1728 Ruxton Lane Redondo Beach, CA 90278
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From: Kenneth Stein [mailto:kennystein@roadrunner.com]
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2010 6:39 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject:
Randy Lamm, Project Manager Metro
We got wind of your project only last week and I am devastated to find out that we live just a few feet from your project.
Your South Bay Metro Green Line Extension will pass just a few feet from the front doors of many people who within the
last year or two purchased their 55+ plus retirement condominiums at 2750 Artesia Blvd. in Redondo Beach. It is a 191
unit development, each unit is either 1, 2 or 3 bedrooms with subterranean parking. This is a wonderful area with lots of
retail shopping and restaurants. My wife and I have lived there for 10 months now and we love it. We are broken hearted
that you are going to destroy our wonderful environment and devastate us financially. There is already a train line there,
but it's only used a few times daily. It does not affect the environment anything like your Green Line would. A hundred
trains a day would turn our living conditions into a disaster for us and a blighted area for Redondo Beach. The need for
this project doesn't seem necessary. We have plenty of wonderful busses that cover the same area and more. The
additional diesel pollution from that many trains is not needed either.
There are other issues that should be considered; one being the mass congestion on many streets caused by their
closing every time a train passes. Please Mr. Lamm, take another look at what you will be doing to our community and
others like it if you go ahead with this unwanted project.

Yours Truly,
Kenny Stein,
kennystein@roadrunner.com
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From: anamagski@aol.com [mailto:anamagski@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2010 9:33 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Metro Train

To Whom It May Concern,
My family and I live on Ruxton Lane, and have recently heard about the possibility of the metro train extending next to our
home. My family and I would like to express that we are very strongly opposed to this idea. We are planning on remaining
at this residence for a long time and are very concerned about the impact of having a metro train so close. One big reason
why we chose to move here is because it is so peaceful, quite, safe, and secluded. A great place to raise my three
daughters. Now, with the possibility of having the metro line right next to us, everything will change. There will be more
noise, more traffic, less privacy, more danger, and more worry.
Please reconsider extending the metro line to Hawthorne Blvd or elsewhere. For the sake of all of the families who live in
this neighborhood, keep the trains away!!
Thank you for your time.
Ana Magdesian
1730 Ruxton Lane Unit E
310-214-8036
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From: Lori Zito [mailto:lzcali@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2010 9:29 AM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: CONCERN Regarding the Metro Green Line Proposed Extention
To Whom It May Concern,
My family (husband, daughter 5 and son 3) lives on Ruxton Lane in North Redondo right behind the
tracks. A large wall separates the railroad tracks from our property. We just found out about the plans to
extend the South Bay Metro Green Line and did not attend meetings to discuss these plans. Therefore,
want to make sure our concerns are heard, especially since our house and family would be directly
affected by this.
While I appreciate the intent to improve transportation, the extension of Metro passenger rail on the
existing tracks behind my property would cause many issues, including those noted below:
o

o

o

o

Passenger trains to operate uninterrupted during train hours (04:00am-11:00pm) on the
same tracks where freight train operates behind Ruxton Place.
 Structural damage to our homes due to vibration is definitely a concern. Noise
pollution at unfair hours is a health concern when our children lose sleep due to
these disturbances
With the approximately 60-100 passenger trains per day running in both directions, I am
aware that the law states that trains must honk whenever they pass through residential
 Additional train traffic and horns mandated by the law would cause considerable
noise pollution in a highly residential area
The current freight service would be pushed to operate during nigh hours (midnight-5 am)
 Based on this new schedule, residents like myself would have continuous trains
passing through our backyards all the time!
A massive transit station to be built on the opposite side of Grant Ave (South of Target)
 This transit station not only increases traffic and congestion to the neighborhood but
may also impact risk of accidents and crime rates to our neighborhood

This project will cause huge, negative impacts on residential areas so close to the railway such as
Ruxton Place. It will not only impact our quality of life, personal safety and property values, but possibly
structural and environmental conditions as well. This prevention is also important for future families
wanting to make North Redondo a safe and great place to live.
Please do not cause further damage to our community. Please consider other alternatives such as better
utilization of the current bus service or alternative routing for the rail service through industrial areas
rather than through residential areas. There has to be a better plan than to ruin the value and safety of
North Redondo, especially residential areas such as Ruxton Place. We have worked to hard to make this
area our home.
Thank you for taking my concerns into sincere consideration.
Sincerely,
Matt and Lori Smalling
1732 Ruxton Lane Unit E
310-371-7136
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The New Busy think 9 to 5 is a cute idea. Combine multiple calendars with Hotmail. Get busy.
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From: Scott Houston [mailto:shouston45@hotmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 12, 2010 11:50 AM
To: SouthBayExtension
Cc: Scott Houston
Subject: Support for South Bay Extension

I would like to express my support of the proposed Green Line Extension into the South Bay as presented
at the May 5, 2010, meeting held in El Segundo. We need this extension to further our public
transportation options into the South Bay region of Los Angeles County.
Thank you,
Scott Houston
El Segundo, CA
(310) 613-1632
shouston45@hotmail.com

The New Busy is not the too busy. Combine all your e-mail accounts with Hotmail. Get busy.
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From: Jeffrey Williams [mailto:jwills3467@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 12, 2010 6:12 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Green Line Extension

I was reviewing the new Green Line Extension proposal and was curious on why the proposed Green Line will
not extend into Long Beach. I really find it hard to imagine you do not attempt to connect the two largest cities
in the region ( Why stop at Torrance? What is in Torrance?). It would be my thinking that the main goal would
be to connect Los Angeles and Long Beach from a western route that would include the harbor and San Pedro
as well. As a person who commutes from Long Beach to L.A. daily on the 405, it is a much needed route. I
think not to connect the 2 cities via the Green Line would be a travesty. Every effort should be made to do this.
In any other major metropolitan area in the world, this would have been done years ago.
Thank you for your time.
-Jeffrey Williams
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From: Bryant [mailto:bc2704@verizon.net]
Sent: Thursday, May 13, 2010 9:02 AM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: freight track alternative
I caught the flu and was unable to attend the Wed. 4/28th mtg: can you tell me if there is going to be a station for the
freight line if used? 190th and Hawthorne would be a natural!
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From: Cecil Carpio [mailto:avcom@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Thursday, May 13, 2010 3:54 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: South Bay Metro Green Line Extension

May 13 2010 1545 Hours

Please add me to your contact list of interested stakeholders for the South Bay Metro Green Line Extension. I look
forward to receiving a copy of the Draft EIS/EIR in the mail.
My address is: 407 Exton Avenue #4, Inglewood, CA 90302.
Thank you so much for your assistance.
Cecil Carpio
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From: Brown, Joe [mailto:JPBrown@mednet.ucla.edu]
Sent: Friday, May 14, 2010 6:17 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Hello
I live close to the purposed Torrance Transit Center and would like to know a rough estimate of when the project might be
completed? I was not able to attend any of the meetings last month. Thanks Joe P Brown.

IMPORTANT WARNING: This email (and any attachments) is only intended for the use of the person or entity to which it
is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged and confidential. You, the recipient, are obligated to maintain
it in a safe, secure and confidential manner. Unauthorized redisclosure or failure to maintain confidentiality may subject
you to federal and state penalties. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify us by return email, and
delete this message from your computer.
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-----Original Message----From: Thomas Wei [mailto:drtwei@yahoo.com]
Sent: Saturday, May 15, 2010 5:04 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Greenline Extension
Dear Randy
I'm a regular southbay MTA rider of metro 344, 740,710, 232, and green line. I commute from Palos Verdes to
LAX/Aviation daily.
I would very much like the light-rail project. Even though, I might be retired by the time the project is built. However, it
would still provide southbay residents greatbenefit to get access to LAX, downtown and crenshaw/Wilshiire corridor.

Tom
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From: dannypatel@mail.com [mailto:dannypatel@mail.com]
Sent: Saturday, May 15, 2010 6:40 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Alignment of the expansion

Randy, Gene,
We had met at the North Redondo Beach meeting few weeks ago and I am writing to inquire if the
South Bay Green Line expansion can be aligned to run on Hawthorne Blvd instead of the the heavy
residential neighborhood using the Harbor-subdivision lines? Has the project progressed too far
where such option will no longer be contemplated?
Thanks
Danny
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From: Lori Zito [mailto:lzcali@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, May 16, 2010 7:59 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: CONCERN for Metro Green Line Extension - PLEASE READ
Importance: High
Dear Mr. Lamm,
My family (husband, daughter 5 and son 3) lives on Ruxton Lane in North Redondo, just west of the railroad tracks. A
large wall separates the railroad tracks from our property...THAT IS IT! We recently found out about the plans regarding
the Metro Green Line Extension in the South Bay. We must voice our concerns regarding this extension, especially since
our home and family will be directly affected.
While we appreciate and approve the idea to improve transportation in the South Bay Area, we do not approve of it
being in our backyard...a residential area where people have spent their hard earn money to raise families and be
apart of a wonderful community. By extending the Metro passenger rail on the existing tracks behind my property, it will
cause many issues, including those noted below:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

A massive transit station to be built on the opposite side of Grant Ave (South of Target). This transit station
will not only increases traffic and congestion to the neighborhood, but may also increase the risk of accidents
and crime rates to our neighborhood. The Bus Depot at the Galleria Mall has already brought unwanted crime
into our neighborhood. Not only taggers on our wall on the track side, but a pizza delivery man was robbed
by gun point in front of my complex over a year ago. The persons responsible came off the bus at the
Galleria Bus, not from this area, and walked up Grant Street into our neighborhood.
Instead of one or two trains passing each day for usually less then a minute each, approximately 60-100
passenger trains will pass per day, running every 20 minutes. This will cause additional noise pollution as well
as structural damage to our homes due to increased vibrations.
Based on this new schedule, residents like ourselves would have continuous train traffic passing through our
backyards! This will decrease the value of our homes since they are right on the tracks, and will decrease
the quality of life for us and our children. Who will buy a home right on an active railway track? Not for the
price we paid!
The additional passenger trains will possible operate during train hours (04:00am-11:00pm) on the same
tracks where current freight trains operate.
The current freight service would be pushed to operate during night hours (midnight-5 am) causing
additional noise pollution at unacceptable times. This is a health concern and annoyance when our children
lose sleep due to these disturbances.

This project will cause huge, negative impacts on residential areas so close to the existing tracks such as Ruxton
Ridge. It will not only impact our quality of life, personal safety and property values, but possibly structural and
environmental conditions as well. This prevention is also important for future families wanting to make North Redondo a
safe and great place to live.

Please do not allow further damage to our residential community. Please consider other alternatives such as better
utilization of the current bus service, or alternative routing for the rail service through industrial or commercial areas,
such as Hawthorne Boulevard. There has to be a better plan than to ruin the value and safety of North Redondo,
especially residential areas where we have worked hard to make them our home. This area 10-15 years ago was not a
great area, but people like us who believe in North Redondo have put our roots down and want to grow old here with our
families. This extension will force some of us to leave. It will not move North Redondo in the right direction, but only push
it back.
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We would like a response to this letter so we know that our voice is being heard. You may reach us at 310-371-7136 or
lzcali@hotmail.com.
Thank you for taking my concerns into sincere consideration.
Sincerely,
Matt and Lori Smalling
1732 Ruxton Lane, Unit E
310-371-7136

The New Busy is not the old busy. Search, chat and e-mail from your inbox. Get started.
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-----Original Message----From: dianeperrine@earthlink.net [mailto:dianeperrine@earthlink.net]
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2010 11:39 AM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Public Comment on South Bay Extension of Green Line
May 18, 2010
Mr. Randy Lamm
Metro
One Gateway Plaza
Mail Stop 99-22-3
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Dear Mr. Lamm:
As a long time resident of the South Bay City of Torrance California, I would like to express my support for the Green Line
Rail South Bay Extension to Torrance. The Light Rail Alternative is my first preference. The Freight Track Alternative is
my second preference. The No Build Alternative is unacceptable. The TSM alternative is not described in detail in the
flyer I received so I am unsure what to comment about it. Many of my neighbors would be able to use the rail line to
commute to their work in the Green Line's current terminus area.
All of these alternatives should consider how passengers/travelers can easily continue north parallel to the 405 freeway to
the Westwood/Santa Monica/Culver City employment areas. Two of my children currently take a UCLA vanpool from
Alpine Village to UCLA. However this limits there on campus hours.
With the 405 being one of the most congested corridors in the county, something needs to be done to address this
congestion with a continuous transit system. Can Metro staff address the need for a continuous transit corridor along the
405 in the near term until the rail extension can be built? This analysis should look at demand without regard to
"operating" turf issues of the various transit operating agencies between Long Beach and Westwood along the 405
corridor. Why don't we have buses operating in the HOV lanes along the 405 like the 10 and 110? Is it because we have
failed to coordinate? Isn't that why the South Bay Area Team was formed? Now that the Area Teams have been
transformed to corridor planning agencies can Metro pick up the pace and develop a near-term temporary fix for the need
for mass transit in the South Bay and Westside? If the HOT lanes prove successful could they be implemented along the
405 freeway with revenues used to build transit stations along the 405, and implement true Regional Bus Service? Can
current SCAG/Commuter Computer ridematching and AQMD ridesharing surveys be used to estimate demand for transit
along the 405 from Long Beach to Westwood/Santa Monica? I know that 405 Bus Operation is not an alternative in the
long term, I am only seeking an alternative in the short term, in the event that the Green Line Extension cannot be built
quickly. The demand for the transit is here now. How can it best be addressed? Can the Extension be built soon?
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. I did not intend to write so much.
With Warm Regards,
Diane Perrine
22904 Eriel Avenue
Torrance, CA 90505
(213) 570-3963
(310) 530-4542
Diane Perrine
22904 Eriel Avenue
Torrance, CA 90505
(310) 530-4542
(213) 570-3963
dianeperrine@earthlink.net
dianeperrine1994@hotmail.com
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Arcelia Arce
Subject:

FW:

From: LSGarcia@Mazakcorp.com [mailto:LSGarcia@Mazakcorp.com]
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2010 4:54 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject:

I could not attend to any of the meetings regarding the future of the SB Metro Green Extension, where can I get details of
these meetings?
Thank you very much
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Arcelia Arce
Subject:

FW: Too close

From: Yumiko Omatsu [mailto:yuminmin@socal.rr.com]
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2010 7:03 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Too close
I'm living in the east side of Breakwater villege.
Because I want to live in a quiet neighborhood.
Most of the day, I'm staying in my room, and it is always very quiet.
Only a few trains is running , and it's only a few minites. But if the train is running , I can't hear the telephone and TV.
I am very shocked about METRO.
I can't live next METRO is running all day. It's too cose to our building especially my room side.
Yumiko Omatsu
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Arcelia Arce
Subject:

FW: PROPOSED SOUTH BAY GREEN LINE EXTENSION

From: mamamarth@aol.com [mailto:mamamarth@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2010 7:20 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Cc: oginoza@lawndalecity.org
Subject: PROPOSED SOUTH BAY GREEN LINE EXTENSION

I have lived in Lawndale for nearly 40 years. I am a Planning Commissioner and a
former City Council member. I live less than a block from the proposed South Bay
Green Line Extension.
Lawndale & its residents have given more than our fair share to regional, public
transportation. Our less than 2 square miles are divided by the 405 freeway and
further divided by a Santa Fe freight railway line. The City provides a trolley bus
that not only shuttles residents around the City, but connects two transit hubs, i.e.
the Green Line Terminal on Marine and the Bus Terminal at the Galleria in Redondo
Beach.
We are now being “asked,” or rather “told” that a light rail line extension is proposed,
right through our south-west quad.
An at-grade light rail would create total traffic gridlock, closing key intersections
every 7-10 minutes and severely delaying the delivery of emergency services, located
in Lawndale’s north-east quad, to families living in the south-west quad. There is no
acceptable concession or mitigation for the loss of a family member resulting from
delayed receipt of emergency services. A below-grade line would be extremely costly
and may not even be feasible, given the fuel pipelines that travel underground along
the railroad right-of-way. An above-grade rail line would result in excessive noise,
making it impossible to enjoy outdoor living during warm weather
(necessitating otherwise unnecessary A/C units) and further requiring the
installation of extensive sound attenuation measures such as double-pane windows
and added insulation, to just be able to enjoy quiet inside our own homes; not to
mention the negative affect on our already depressed property values.
The Alameda Corridor provides a more than viable alternative. And a spur off of an
Alameda line into Torrance along the rail line that serves the Mobile Oil
1

Refinery could connectTorrance, Harbor City, Palos Verdes & San Pedro to the South
with Los Angeles and LAX to the North. I hope you will seriously consider this option
in the EIR.
Nancy Marthens
310-422-4048
4752 West 162nd Street
Lawndale, CA 90260
mamamarth@aol.com
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Arcelia Arce
Subject:

FW: train.

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: witte6893@roadrunner.com [mailto:witte6893@roadrunner.com]
Sent: Saturday, May 22, 2010 9:56 AM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: train.
Mr. Randy Lamb
Project Manager, Metro
My name is Donna Witte, I live in the new senior citizen condo's about 50 feet from the train
tracks. My bedroom is on the east side of the building and already have a hard time getting
to sleep and staying asleep. If the metro line is here I will get no peace and quiet at all.
It is bad enough with the working train that goes by about
4 to 10 time a day already, plus I have checked out the buses that are around this area that
have maybe 10 people or less on them at any one time. this is a waste of time and money.
this is a resident area and not a business area. I totally against the metro line being
built here.
Thank you for your consideration,
Donna witte
witte6893@roadrunner.com
310‐370‐0077
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Arcelia Arce
Subject:

FW: Green Line Extension

From: Numark, Cliff [mailto:CNumark@TorranceCA.gov]
Sent: Saturday, May 22, 2010 3:35 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Green Line Extension
I am very much in favor of the proposed green line extension.
Best regards,
Cliff
Cliff Numark
Councilman
City of Torrance
cnumark@TorranceCA.gov
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Arcelia Arce
Subject:

FW: Opposition

From: Scott Finnegan [mailto:sjfinnegan@yahoo.com]
Sent: Saturday, May 22, 2010 6:02 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Opposition

Dear Randy Lamm,
I am a resident at 1724 Ruxton Lane Unit A, Redondo Beach 90278. My family is strongly opposed to the
proposed expansion of the Green Line. I live in a community with several families with young children. We
are expecting our first child this Summer. My biggest concern is the safety of the children in the community.
The proposed increase of Train traffic could cause major accidents to our children. The noise, vibrations, and
toxic fumes could result in serious health implications to our children and adults within the surrounding
communities.
My next concerns are the potential for an increase of crime along with extreme traffic congestion throughout the
south bay. There are countless reports of high crime associated with areas located close to Mass Transit
facilities. The traffic will have a direct impact on our Emergency Services personnel ability to respond to
severe accidents. The gridlock will also have a direct impact on local business. Residents throughout the South
Bay will avoid the South Bay Galleria and other local business.
The last concern is the impact of the Trains on Real Estate located near the tracks. The proposed Green Line
has Trains that will pass by residential houses every few minutes. The vibration from the Trains will
undoubtedly have an effect on the structural integrity of the residences. There could be potential for a serious
structural problems which could result in severe injury to a resident. Residential Real Estate values in the
affected areas will certainly be depreciated due to the frequency of the Trains.
I believe there better less costly solutions to improve the transportation system through out the South Bay.
Please contact me if you would like discuss my serious concerns.

Sincerely,

Scott Finnegan
323-559-2904
sjfinnegan@yahoo.com
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Arcelia Arce
Subject:

FW: Against the South Bay Metro Green Line Extension

From: Janice Tanabe [mailto:yashajt@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, May 22, 2010 7:07 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Against the South Bay Metro Green Line Extension

Dear Mr. Lamm,
My husband and I reside at Breakwater Village on Artesia Blvd. In August of 2009 we sold our home in
Torrance to be able to purchase a condominium for persons 55 plus and to enjoy our retirement in this
quiet and peaceful setting. We love our lives of leisure here and feel that the proposed extension will
interfere severely with living here.
Aside from Breakwater Village, along the route are many residences one of which is a retirement/assisted
living complex. The extension will disrupt many lives, young and old. Please consider an alternate plan.
Thank you for your attention on this matter.
Sincerely,
Janice M. Tanabe
2750 Artesia Blvd. #452
Redondo Beach, Ca 90278
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Arcelia Arce
Subject:
Attachments:

FW: Redondo Beach District 4 Green Line Scoping Comments
District 4 Green Line Scoping Comment Letter.pdf

From: Steve Diels [mailto:steve@aamcom.com]
Sent: Saturday, May 22, 2010 9:35 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Redondo Beach District 4 Green Line Scoping Comments

Mr. Randy Lamm, Project Manager
South Bay Metro Green Line Extension
Metro
One Gateway Plaza, 99-22-3
Los Ángeles, CA 90012
RE:

Project Scoping Comments

Dear Mr. Lamm:
On behalf of Redondo Beach District 4 residents who live adjacent to the alignment of the South Bay Metro
Green Line Extension, I submit the following comments for consideration in the Draft EIS/EIR:
1. Noise and Vibration: chose technology and operating parameters that minimize noise and vibration
impacts on neighboring areas. Where visually acceptable, soundwalls should be considered to reduce
noise impacts.
2. Crossings: construct grade separations at major intersections. Maximize safety and minimize traffic
disruption of at-grade street crossings.
3. Public Safety: adequate policing will ensure public confidence in the safety of passengers and
neighboring communities of transit facilities.
4. Cleanliness: design features that lend themselves to clean stations, trains and soundwalls. Moreover, the
operating budget for the extension must provide adequately for cleaning, graffiti removal and other
maintenance so that stations are “good neighbors” to the communities in which they are located.
5. Integration of Freight and Passenger Rail Service: Any alternative to be considered must be planned in
such a way that freight service is not diverted to night time operations that would create unacceptable
noise and vibration impacts on neighborhoods.
6. Parking: Parking planned for stations must be adequate so as to avoid spillover impacts into residential
neighborhoods and commercial districts.
Thank you for your public outreach and for your consideration of the concerns of residents of District 4 in
Redondo Beach.

Sincerely,
1

Steven Diels
Councilmember District 4 Redondo Beach
415 Diamond Street
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
310-318-8181
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Tyler R. Bonstead

From: Rome, Sandra, R.N., M.N., AOCN [mailto:Sandra.Rome@cshs.org]
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2010 8:34 AM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Letter of Concern

May 24, 2010
To Whom It May Concern,
I live in North Redondo, just west of the railroad tracks. I recently found out about the plans regarding the Metro Green
Line Extension in the South Bay. I must voice my concerns regarding this extension, especially since my home and family
will be directly affected.
While I appreciate and approve the idea to improve transportation in the South Bay Area, I do not approve of it being
in my backyard...a residential area where people have spent their hard earn money to raise families and be apart of a
wonderful community. By extending the Metro passenger rail on the existing tracks behind my property, it will cause
many issues, including those noted below:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

A massive transit station to be built on the opposite side of Grant Ave (South of Target). This transit station
will not only increases traffic and congestion to the neighborhood, but may also increase the risk of accidents
and crime rates to our neighborhood. The Bus Depot at the Galleria Mall has already brought unwanted crime
into our neighborhood. There will be considerable back-up for the on and off-ramps of the
freeways. Backup onto the 405 is already occurring! This will potentially increase freeway backup and
accidents.
Instead of one or two trains passing each day for usually less then a minute each, approximately 60-100
passenger trains will pass per day, running every 20 minutes. This will cause additional noise pollution as well
as structural damage to our homes due to increased vibrations.
Based on this new schedule, residents like myself would have continuous train traffic passing through our
backyards! This will decrease the value of our homes since they are right on the tracks, and will decrease
the quality of life for us and our children. Who will buy a home right on an active railway track? Not for the
price we paid!
The additional passenger trains will possibly operate during train hours (04:00am-11:00pm) on the same
tracks where current freight trains operate.
The current freight service would be pushed to operate during night hours (midnight-5 am) causing
additional noise pollution at unacceptable times. This is a health concern and annoyance when our children
lose sleep due to these disturbances.

This project will cause huge, negative impacts on residential areas so close to the existing tracks. It will not only
impact our quality of life, personal safety and property values, but possibly structural and environmental conditions as
well. This prevention is also important for future families wanting to make North Redondo a safe and great place to live.

Please do not allow further damage to our residential community. Please consider other alternatives such as better
utilization of the current bus service, or alternative routing for the rail service through industrial or commercial areas,
such as Hawthorne Boulevard.
There has to be a better plan than to ruin the value and safety of North Redondo, especially residential areas where we
have worked hard to make them our home. This area 10-15 years ago was not a great area, but people like us who
believe in North Redondo have put our roots down and want to grow old here with our families. This extension will force
many of us to leave. It will not move North Redondo in the right direction, but only push it back.
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I would like a response to this letter so I know that my voice is being heard.
Thank you for taking my concerns into sincere consideration.
Sincerely,

Sandra Rome, RN, MN, AOCN
Hematology/Oncology Clinical Nurse Specialist
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center;
Assistant Clinical Professor,
UCLA School of Nursing

IMPORTANT WARNING: This message is intended for the use of the person or entity to which it is addressed
and may contain information that is privileged and confidential, the disclosure of which is governed by
applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible
for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying
of this information is STRICTLY PROHIBITED.
If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately
by calling (310) 423-6428 and destroy the related message. Thank You for your cooperation.
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Arcelia Arce
Subject:

FW: Possible extension of Green line to Torrance,CA

From: Chapin, Richard [mailto:Richard_Chapin@dell.com]
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2010 4:17 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: FW: Possible extension of Green line to Torrance,CA

Hello Randy or whomever,
I would be very interested in knowing more details about the proposed extension of the green line. I would be willing to
consider this as an alternate mode of transportation for me. I work at the Howard Hughes Center close to LAX/405.
I did not get the notice until after the meeting dates had passed. Please let me know if this could be in the works for the
future.
Thank you in advance,
Richard Chapin
Clinical/Interface Team
Dell | Services
office 1 310-342-3282 fax 1-310-342-3333

 Please consider the environment before printing

Notice: This e-mail (including attachments) is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521, is confidential and may be
legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any retention, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this
communications is strictly prohibited. Please reply to the sender that you have received the message in error, then delete it. Thank you.
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Arcelia Arce
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

paulo.antunes@dlh.de
Tuesday, May 25, 2010 10:45 AM
Arcelia Arce
RE: South Bay Metro Green Line Extension

Dear Arcelia
As I mentioned during the scoping meetings, METRO/MTA should send a letter to all residents living
adjacent to the harbor subdivision tracks in order to explain about the scope of this project and allow
for all stakeholders, especially the ones who will be affected the most, to be able to voice an informed
opinion.
As a resident of Ruxton Lane - Redondo Beach, I live adjacent to the tracks and was not proactively
informed about this project by MTA if it wasn't for information received from other neighbors.
Please advise what MTA is planning to conduct in order to inform all affected residents.
Sincerely,
Paulo Antunes
1714 B Ruxton Lane
Redondo Beach

Sitz der Gesellschaft / Corporate Headquarters: Lufthansa Cargo AG, Kelsterbach, Registereintragung / Registration: Amtsgericht Darmstadt HRB
83326
Vorsitzender des Aufsichtsrats / Chairman of the Supervisory Board: Stephan Gemkow
Vorstand / Executive Board: Carsten Spohr (Vorsitzender / Chairman), Peter Gerber, Karl-Heinz Koepfle, Dr. Andreas Otto

From: pantunesneto@gmail.com [mailto:pantunesneto@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 9:00 AM
To: ANTUNES, PAULO
Subject: Fwd: South Bay Metro Green Line Extension

Sent from my iPod
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Arcelia Arce" <Arcelia@TheRobertGroup.com>
Date: 24 de maio de 2010 11h50min36s GMT-07:00
To: "Arcelia Arce" <Arcelia@TheRobertGroup.com>
Subject: South Bay Metro Green Line Extension
If you cannot view HTML in your email, click here.
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Dear Transportation Stakeholder,
Many thanks to everyone who attended the South Bay Metro Green Line Extension scoping
meetings held over the last two weeks! More than 200 people attended the meetings, and many of
you have already provided your input. We are pleased with the valuable feedback we are
receiving.
If you have not commented yet and would like to provide your input, please be sure to submit
your comments by Friday, May 28, 2010. Your comments will become a part of the record.
You may submit comments in the following ways:
Letter:
Randy Lamm, Project Manager
One Gateway Plaza – MS 99-22-3
Los Angeles, CA 90012
E-mail: southbayextension@metro.net
On-line: www.metro.net/southbayextension
Click on “Contact Us”
By phone: (213) 922-4004
By Facebook: Visit as at “South Bay Metro Green Line Extension” and post a comment on our wall
A copy of the presentation and other materials are available on our project website,
http://www.metro.net/southbayextension
Metro will continue to engage the public throughout the Draft EIS/EIR phase. Look for more
information about our community update meetings in the coming months. We encourage you to
talk to your friends and neighbors about the project.
Sincerely,
Bronwen Trice
Senior Community Relations Officer
Metro
One Gateway Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Phone - (213) 922-4465
2

E-mail - triceb@metro.net
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Arcelia Arce
Subject:

FW: Proposed expansion of Green Line through residential neighborhoods

From: jldodge24@aol.com [mailto:jldodge24@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 2:24 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Proposed expansion of Green Line through residential neighborhoods
May 25, 2010
To: Randy Lamm, Project Manager
I live in North Redondo Beach in a townhome complex that is located just west of the railroad tracks. I have lived here
since 2000 when this complex was first built. This area on Ruxton Lane used to be commercial in nature (our building
site was an old tire lot, I am told), and there were old businesses on either side of our complex. Since I lived here, the
area has drastically changed from an old commercial area to a purely residential one. I was certainly aware of the
railroad tracks when I moved in, but was also aware of the near completion of the Alameda Corridor, which would route
the commercial freight trains from the Port of Los Angeles straight to downtown Los Angeles, which in turn would
alleviate almost all of the freight train traffic along the tracks next to our property. Once the Alameda Corridor was
completed, the freight train traffic became almost non-existent. We currently have maybe three trains per week on these
tracks, with only the engine and a couple of cars attached rather than an entire heavy freight train. As a result, I am not
bothered by these very occasional trips.
However, I am most distressed upon learning just a month ago of the proposed plans to route an extension of the
Metrolink passenger rail on these same tracks! I did not hear about this until a neighbor passed along the news. I am
very upset that I was not notified in advance, especially as my property would be directly and negatively impacted by the
proposed extension. You need to consider the location of the tracks and how the neighborhood through which these
tracks pass has changed over the years. These areas are no longer commercial - they are residential and the homes are
located so close to the tracks that continuous train traffic, be it residential or otherwise, is just not a viable option if
people want to continue to enjoy their homes. With property values dropping all over Southern California, it seems vastly
unfair to propose a project that would decrease the value of our homes even more.
Please take into account that the areas through which the Metro Green Line extension is proposed are primarily
residential areas where people have spent their hard-earned money to raise families and be a part of a wonderful
community. By extending the Metro passenger rail on the existing tracks behind our property, it will cause many issues,
including those noted below:
1. A massive transit station to be built on the opposite side of Grant Avenue (South of Target). This transit
station will not only increase traffic and congestion to the neighborhood, but may also increase the risk of
accidents and crime rates to our neighborhood. The Bus Depot at the Galleria Mall has already brought
unwanted crime into our neighborhood.
2. Instead of a few trains passing each week for usually less then a minute each, approximately 60-100
passenger trains will pass per day, running every 20 minutes. This will cause additional noise pollution, as
well as structural damage to our homes due to increased vibrations.
3. Based on this new schedule, residents like myself would have continuous train traffic passing through our
backyards! This will decrease the value of our homes since they are right on the tracks, as well as the quality
of life for the residents.
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4. The additional passenger trains will possibly operate during train hours (4:00 am-11:00 pm) on the same
tracks where current freight trains operate.
5. The current freight service would be pushed to operate during night hours (12-5 am) causing additional noise
pollution at unacceptable times. This is a health concern and annoyance when we lose sleep due to these
disturbances.
This project will cause lasting negative impacts on residential areas so close to the existing tracks. It will not only impact
our quality of life, personal safety and property values, but will likely cause structural and environmental damage as well.
Please do not allow further damage to our residential community. Please consider other alternatives such as better
utilization of the current bus service, or alternative routing for the rail service through industrial or commercial areas,
such as Hawthorne Boulevard.
There has to be a better plan than to ruin the value and safety of North Redondo, especially residential areas which we
have worked hard to make our homes. This area 10-15 years ago was not a great area, but it has changed for the better
over the years. This proposed extension pushes that progress back and will force many of the residents here to leave.
I would appreciate a response to this letter so I know that my concerns are being taken into consideration. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jennifer L. Dodge
1730 Ruxton Lane, Unit D
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
310.890.7922
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Arcelia Arce
Subject:

FW: Green Line extension comments

From: Bill DCamp [mailto:billd888@ymail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2010 7:54 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Green Line extension comments

I have already signed a petition expressing my opposition to this proposed extension, from reading the letter that
I received today I would say the No Build Alternative would be my preference as long as that meant no
extension running along the railroad tracks already present beside my condo building. Frankly I do not believe
that any of the residents would have made their purchase if they had realized that this extension was being
planned so soon after our building was complete. An extension using the existing rail tracks would greatly
diminish the quality of life for those who live in our 55+ condominium. If you proceed with the extension I
would encourage our residents to look seriously at a class action lawsuit asking that Metro purchase our
building and repay the owners for all of their investment in buying here.
You are talking about adding capacity to a very under utilized transportation system, most of the buses that I see
in this area have only a handful of riders, so what real positive benefit would the local residents receive from
this extension?
Please reconsider this costly, unnecessary extension that will do nothing for the area that it will be constructed
in.
Thank you,
William J. D'Camp
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Arcelia Arce
Subject:

FW: South Bay extension...No way ! !! ! opposed

From: Camila Boscato [mailto:camiboscato@yahoo.com.br]
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2010 1:13 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: South Bay extension...No way ! !! ! opposed

Dear Sir..

My family and i are terrified by this profect, i cannot even begin to express how this can affect our lives for the
worst..I have a hard time believing that such a project would be even consider in this residential area...You are
talking about doing this project pretty much on my back yard and affecting thousands of people....I am sure
there are other ways to be considered to improve public transportation.

Some reasons for our opposition are as follows but not limited to: increased traffic congestion, no
security or police presence on existing rail line, decreased property values, increased incidence of
accidents at at-grade crossings, increased crime, increased effects of noise and vibration,
and decreased access for emergency service personnel and vehicles

Best regards
Camila Boscato and family
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Arcelia Arce
Subject:

FW: To Mr Randy Lamm from Bruce Szeles Redondo Beach

From: scoobiesz@verizon.net [mailto:scoobiesz@verizon.net]
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2010 1:47 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: To Mr Randy Lamm from Bruce Szeles Redondo Beach

Randy,
I stand shoulder to shoulder with my neighbors that surround this
potential project and oppose it if it remains on or along the freight
line which runs through residential housing. I do support the
residents suggestion to run the rail line along commercial ways
such as Hawthorne Blvd.
The people that live in our neighborhood have already given up
much for the "good of all" who live in our city and the surrounding
area. We should not be called on to give up more for the sake of
"all".
I am a 16 year resident of this neighborhood.
Thank you.
Bruce Szeles
2410A vanderbilt Lane
Redondo Beach CA 90278
310 994-4416
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Tyler R. Bonstead

From: DE18DE18@aol.com [mailto:DE18DE18@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2010 6:23 PM
To: SouthBayExtension; mike.gin@redondo.org
Subject: South Bay Metro Green Line
My name is Doug Eakins and I am the Home Owners Association President of Ruxton Ridge. The overwhelmingly
majority of our homeowners are opposed to the utilization of the portion of the Harbor Transit Corridor land/railroad tracks
that parallel Ruxton Lane for the expansion of the South Bay Metro Green Line.
I have also spoken to HOA Board members of our neighboring properties at Breakwater Village and Ruxton Place. They
are in agreement and the majority of their homeowners are also opposed to this extension through our neighborhood.
Breakwater Village has begun a petition and they have already obtained over 100 signatures from just their homeowners.
After conversing with Randy Lamm, I understand that it is not beyond the realm of possibility that a train could pass by our
homes once every three minutes. Unless a homeowner has a penchant for the noise and simulation of 480 small
earthquakes per day in their homes, no one would be interested in living in our complex after the installation of the metro
line.
The sight, sound and vibration of almost 500 daily trains would be devastating to our property values and quality of life. No
potential home buyer is interested in purchasing a home when a train runs 30 yards from the front doorstep upwards of
450 times a day. Even if the train only passed by 100 times a day, it would be unacceptable.
We are not opposed to the extension of the Metro Green Line. However, we do not advocate ruining the property values
and solace of residential neighborhoods to do so. We recommend extending the metro through commercial areas to avoid
the adverse effects the metro would cause residential neighborhoods.
Thank you in advance for the acknowledgment of receipt of this e-mail that expresses our neighborhood views.
Sincerely,
Doug Eakins
1728 Ruxton Lane
Unit A
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
310-921-6004
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Tyler R. Bonstead

From: John.Barsky@CH2M.com [mailto:John.Barsky@CH2M.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2010 8:38 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Cc: mike.gin@redondo.org
Subject: FW: From Doug on Ruxton Lane

Dear Mr Lamm:
My name is John Barsky and I am the owner of Unit G at 1732 Ruxton Lane. I have just been told that under the
proposed transit expansion plan it is possible that a train could pass by my townhome once every three minutes. Since
there are no units between my townhome and the tracks, my townhome would be significantly impacted by the
tremendous increase in the generated noise level. While I don't currently live in my unit, no one would be interested in
living in my townhome after the installation of the proposed metro line. I wonder if the agency is prepared to either
condemn the significantly impacted properties or compensate all the property owners for the reduction in their property
values as determined by an independent property appraiser.
I also understand that an additional transit station is being proposed in the neighborhood. I have heard that some people
are objecting to the possible increase in traffic, but that seems to me like a very minor issue relative to the noise issue.
While I am not opposed to the extension of the Metro Green Line, I would like to think that there are other routes that
would have much less impact to the residents of the neighborhood. I would be very interested to see the analysis that the
planning consultants have incorporated into the Environmental Impact Report prepared for this project.
Please let me know at your earliest convenience what your project is planning to do with regard to mitigating the impacts
of this rail expansion and compensating the affected parties. Some of the residents are talking about enacting a special
assessment in order to mount a legal challenge to this planned expansion and, barring a satisfactory answer from you or
your project team, I anticipate supporting that course of action.

Sincerely,
John Barsky
1732 "G" Ruxton Lane
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Tyler R. Bonstead

From: Yumiko Omatsu [mailto:yuminmin@socal.rr.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2010 10:12 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Subway
Why does Metro run ground ? Metro should run underground especially in a residential area.
Like Tokyo or NY.
Yumiko Omatsu
2750 Artesia Bl. # 322 RB CA 90278
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Tyler R. Bonstead

From: bc510@aol.com [mailto:bc510@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 7:03 AM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Use Buses Not Trains

Hi As a resident of Redondo Beach, I am opposed to increased rail transportation in the area. Additional congestion, noise,
and environmental damage will result. Please try improved bus transportation as a means toward upgrading the situation,
if upgrading is even necessary.
Thank you.
Bob Cutler
2750 Artesia Blvd.
Redondo Beach 90278
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Subject: FW: South Bay Green Line Extension
From: sealnbear@aol.com [mailto:sealnbear@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 8:41 AM
To: SouthBayExtension; Bob@fogl.us
Subject: South Bay Green Line Extension
To Whom It May Concern:
Although my comments speak only for my own personal opinion, it is my strong conclusion that at this immediate
time (but based on years of affiliation with the political and grassroots leadership associated with Friends of the
Green Line) that, considering the relatively small sum of money dedicated to this project, and considering the
relatively tentative and uncertain conclusions that can be drawn with respect to having this project proceed a very
long distance into the South Bay:
1) A Minimal Operating Segment of the Green Line be established to the South Bay Regional Transit Center
adjacent to the South Bay Galleria Mall, and that no further extension towards either the Metro Blue Line or down
Hawthorne Blvd. be established until this aforementioned Minimal Operating Segment is planned, funded and
constructed
2) An expeditious effort be made to include this as an effective southern extension of both the Green and
Crenshaw Lines while the Crenshaw Corridor Project is under way
3) All options of Metrolink or Metrolink-compatible extensions to the South Bay, as well as all options for further
light rail extensions down either Hawthorne Blvd. or towards the Blue Line, be kept open as much as possible to
be reconsidered once an extension of the Green Line to the South Bay Galleria Mall/Regional Transit Center is
completed.
It is my conclusion that, in addition to a Green/Crenshaw Line linkage to a Century/Aviation station (that, in turn,
connects to LAX via a People Mover or some other arrangement), the only true cost-effective consensus for a
transit extension that benefits the South Bay, and that exists at this immediate time (and with such limited funds)
is a Green Line extension to the Regional Transit Center adjacent to the South Bay Galleria Mall.
Most Sincerely,
Kenneth S. Alpern
3222 Military Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90034
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From: VIC MANN [mailto:mann.law.office@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 9:31 AM
To: SouthBayExtension; Gary_Noll@ahm.acura.com; goodwoman411@aol.com; Judy Gerrard; jgzeller; Alan Price; Diane
Lange; kennystein@roadrunner.com; b-gruver@hotmail.com; mann.law.office@gmail.com; Hector Torres; cc
"pnichols10@socal.rr.com"; jlf2@roadrunner.com; Spinuzzi, Joe
Subject: METRO EXTENSION

Dear Sir,
I live directly against the tracks.
To create a full schedule set of trains running back and forth will destroy the peace I enjoy in my home.
That corridor you are planning to use has residential homes all along the route on both sides of the tracks.
I am sending you a picture taken from my balcony, the lower edge of the picture is the ledge on my balcone and
you immediately see the tracks right up against my building.
Please find another way to provide service.
Respectfully,
Vic Mann
2706 Artesia Blvd,
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
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From: lanster30@aol.com [mailto:lanster30@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 9:48 AM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: SOUTH BAY METRO GREEN LINE EXENSION PROJECT

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
I am a resident of Breakwater Village – an ‘over 55’ Complex – located at 2750 Artesia Blvd.,
Redondo Beach. I moved into my brand new (and final) home in November 2009 after living
54 years in El Segundo. At the time of my move-in, nothing was mentioned about the
extension of the Metro Green Line, but this is probably an issue I need to address with
Anastasi Development Company, LLC and/or the City of Redondo Beach.
As Breakwater Village is my final home, I am not as concerned about my property value
dropping as some of my neighbors are. But I am VERY concerned about my ‘quality of life’
and my living environment now and once I retire.
I attended the final Metro Scoping Meeting on May 5th at the Automobile Museum in El
Segundo and, obviously, want to share my opinion.
Having lived in El Segundo 54 years – I am 60 years old and still working – I remember quite
well what happened in El Segundo after the Mariposa and El Segundo Blvd. Metro Stations
opened. The frequency of daytime home invasions skyrocketed in addition to cars being
vandalized during the day. I was advised by an El Segundo Police Officer that the crime rate
in El Segundo went off the charts once the Metro Line Stations opened as individuals without
cars could spend less than a dollar to come to the SoBay and ‘shop’ for the day and then
return home. For me, the thought of additional crime now invading Redondo Beach, where I
live, scares me.
I am extremely concerned regarding environmental changes that will occur with the current
Freight Track/planned route passing right next to Breakwater Village. I am concerned about
noise and pollution of all types.
Of the four options being a studied, I believe the Transportation Systems Mgmt (TSM)
Alternative is the best. As discussed at the May 5th Scoping Meeting, NO ONE uses the bus
system. Perhaps some ‘encouragement’ in the form of either incentives or penalties should
be studied. This could also apply to encouraging/reminding people about carpooling. I work
in Santa Monica and it takes me 60 minutes to get to work and 90 minutes to get home. I do
not dare get on the freeway. Why are we not looking into a transportation system to Santa
Monica?
Thank you for listening and for, hopefully, making the right decision.
Leilani Simmons
1

2750 Breakwater Village, Unit 355
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
Home:
310-371-4515
Work:
310-581-8650
Cell:
310-400-2872
E-mail:
lanster30@aol.com
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From: Marie J Piombino [mailto:mjpiombino@raytheon.com]
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 9:55 AM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Proposed Metro Rail Extension
Randy Lamm, Project Manager Metro
I am a tenant at Breakwater Village, 2750 Artesia Blvd, Redondo Beach, and support the owners of this complex in
opposition to plans for a proposed metro-rail extension. People deserve the right to live in a peaceful environment -- if
that place is not their "home", where would it be?. It is enough to deal with traffic congestion and highway noise without
the further disturbance of hourly trains just feet away from where they live and "sleep". I am certain there is an alternate
route, in a commercial zone, that would be more convenient for commuters and also one that would not devalue
properties and disturb residents.
Thank you for your consdieration.
Marie Piombino, 310 647 9417
Resident Breakwater Village
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-----Original Message----From: Sarah Straton [mailto:sstraton@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 10:46 AM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Proposed Green Line Extension
I am a home owner in Redondo Beach and am looking for some answers about the Green Line Extension from Marine to
Torrance.
Is this project definitely going to be completed?
Is the funding already allocated?
When would construction start?
How long is it proposed to take until completion?
Has the route been definitely determined? Will it be going along the existing railway line?
Please respond to this email as soon as possible.
Thanks so much,
Sarah
Sarah Straton
sstraton@gmail.com
310-379-9969
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From: mararoit@aol.com [mailto:mararoit@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 10:59 AM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Proposed Redondo Beach metro rail extension.

May 28, 2010
Mr. Randy Lamm:
I am writing this letter to provide an opinion regarding the proposed metro rail system in Redondo Beach. I
purchased my condo when the development was first built about 2 years ago understanding there was a cargo
rail system that was used infrequently. This rail system is located directly behind the development but I did not
feel that it would cause a large disturbance since it was hardly used throughout the day.
If the metro rail system is extended, it will directly affect the quality of my living. My condo faces Artesia Blvd
and the rail lines. If this project does move forward, I will have to hear and see the metro trains on a consistent
basis truly hindering the quality of life I hoped for as a retiree. I also purchased this condo for an investment
purchase as a retiree. If the train is routed through this area, it will also decrease the value of my property as it
will bring more transients right into my backyard.
I do hope you consider these aspects before you make the final decision to build this rail system.
Sincerely,
Delia and Jorge Castro,
310-793-9384
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From: mary anne wong [mailto:mawong06@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 11:52 AM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Opposition to southbay extension passing through near Artesia Blvd. and Hawthorne

Dear Sir or Madam,
We are residents at the Senior condos at 2750 Artesia Blvd., Unit No.
225. We respectfully request that the southbay extension for metro do not
pass by our vicinity, as this would definitely affect the peace and quiet that
we enjoy now. This would also negatively affect our property value.
Please pick an industrial area for this southbay extension.
Thank you.
Daniel Wong and Mary Ann Wong
2750 Artesia Blvd., Unit No. 225
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
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-----Original Message----From: nick wolf [mailto:nickwolf@earthlink.net]
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 12:04 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: green line
Dear MTA Representative
Then sooner the Green Line extension is built, the better. A terminus at South Bay Galleria or Torrance Transit Centre
would be more use than Tomboy's restaurant on Marine Ave. Also, I think the Green Line should be routed to each
terminal at LAX- regardless of what the taxi-drivers think. Shuttles should be avoided but travolators could transport
passengers from the train to the terminal. they have done it at Heathrow and we can do it here.
Sincerely
Nick Wolf
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From: michelle nault [mailto:micheygrl@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 9:45 AM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Green Line Extension South Bay comment
Attention Metro Extension South Bay decision makers:
I am pleading with each of you to rethink the proposed Metro Extension along the current rail system
which crosses Artesia and 182nd street. My husband and I purchased a brand new condo located at 2750
Artesia Blvd. in Redondo Beach, two years ago. We spent a lifetime wanting to purchase a home but the
prices were out of reach until we found the new 55 plus condos just built in 2007. This is all we have. We
are located on the east side of the building as we love the morning sun and the quiet corner we live in
which has a view of the mountains and trees and city lights at night. We are over the rail road tracks just
45 ft from our balcony. The BSNF train goes by twice a day slowly and between unobstrusive hours. We
are begging you not to ruin our lives by putting a fast paced metro train going by our home day and
night. It will ruin our peace and our home value will plummet and we will not be able to sell our home
which we had possibly planned to do in 5 to 10 years. This is all we have. The congestion on Artesia,
Inglewood and 190th is already a problem. We need emergency vehicles to reach us.... we are seniors
and are at a possible greater need for access to emergency vehicles. If you put in a hub at 182nd street
this will be a nightmare for us and others traveling these arteries. We donot want the crime which rail
systems bring to communities. We pay huge taxes and work hard to live in a nice community please
donot take this from us. Please find an alternative solution which will not impact residences and their
quality of life. This is extremely stressful to hear of the suggestion of this proposed Metro rail to run by
our windows which is our only view from our condo. How will we be able to sleep from the noise and
vibrations? Having metro trains passing by our windows will be a huge eyesore. Please reconsider and
think about how you would feel if this was your property and all you had? There are many alternatives.
Please find another route away from our residences at Breakwater Village and Ruxton Pacific. Thank you
for searching for another alternative!

Michelle

The New Busy is not the too busy. Combine all your e-mail accounts with Hotmail. Get busy.
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From: Susan Soh [mailto:grandmasoh@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 10:47 AM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: metro extention

Dear Sir,
I am not very good writing the letter in English,but I want to just
tell you how much metro line will disturb our life . It will be just few
steps away from my balcony and I don,t think I can even be able
to sleep. Please consider our situation and make different plan.
We have 190 unit here.The new metro line will be really a big
problem for us.
Thank you ,
Susan Soh.
I live 2750 Artesia Blvd.,Unit 105,Redondo Beach, Ca. 90278.
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From: Adelaide Wallace [mailto:ahawkinswallace@yahoo.com]
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 4:21 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: rail extension
GOOD IDEA
ADELAIDE WALLACE
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From: MJ [mailto:mj.slk@verizon.net]
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 4:41 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: South Bay Metro Green Line Extension

Dear Mr. Randy Lamm, Project Manager:
The proposed Station for the Green Line Extension on Kingsdale Avenue near Artesia Blvd in Redondo Beach
is in the wrong location. A much better location is where the railroad tracks go over 190th and Hawthorne
Blvd, on the East side.
The following are the advantages of the 190th/Hawthorne location:
1. It is in a commercial area.
2. Provides a Bus connection (possibly a future light rail connection) down 190th to Pacific Coast Hwy,
the Beach and Redondo Harbor.
3. The PCH, 190th, Green Line connection will reduce Vehicle Mile Traveled (VMT) to the El Segundo
employment center.
4. Old Town Mall is across the street
5. Del Amo Mall is a short Bus connection to the South.
6. The Galleria is a short Bus connection to the North.
The following are the disadvantaged of the Kingsdale/Artesia location:
1. This area has a large residential component, the residents have quality-of-life and property value
concerns.
2. Kingsdale and Artesia cannot handle the overloaded traffic, nor can the buses navigate the streets.
3. It has none of the advantages of the 190th/Hawthorne location.
Please consider locating the Station for Metro Green Line Extension at 190th/Hawthorne, and not at
Kingsdale/Artesia, for the above mentioned reasons. This is a concern of many residents. Please let us hear
from you soon.
Sincerely,
M. J. Kutkus
Redondo Beach
I
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From: hal Rasmussen [mailto:halrasmussen@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 4:58 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Metro Green Line Extension
Please reconsider the route you have for the Green Line Extension. I am resident in the area and am
extremely concerned about the negative impact it will have on my neighbors and myself.
One of the obvious negatives would be the tremendous noise factor for residences in the area near the
tracks, especially considering the numerous times and long hours the trains would be by. Businesses in
the area have severe restrictions as to the hours and noise levels their actions may impact residences.
You have seemed to ignore the fact that these local city ordinances were created to keep our
neighborhoods habitable for children and adults. I have been on the trains when they stop and the brakes
are incredibly loud.
Another negative would be the impact on local traffic. There are many streets that cross the current
tracks--especially in Redondo Beach, Lawndale and Torrance. It will be a huge mess if every time a train
went by (every 20-30 minutes) the traffic would have to stop. Intersections like Manhattan Beach Blvd
and Inglewood Ave are extremely jammed up now, let alone when the traffic would have to stop (50-60
times a day). Sections of Lawndale and on 182nd Street in Redondo Beach would face similar problems.
What a nightmare for the nearby businesses and residences.
Third, would be the financial impact on the neighbors near the route. Home values would decrease,
people would have to leave. I would ask you if anyone that came up with this idea would even think
about living within 100 yards of a constant influx of trains.
There are currently bus lines that cover the same routes (in a much quieter manner) and they are not
that full most of the time, so it's not like your helping much nor bringing in more income. I believe that
you would be better served by adding an extension to LAX. You would be able to pull from a much larger
supply of interested customers. Putting your Extension through our neighborhoods would only make the
places we call home much worse places to live.
Please don't do this to us. I know there's money from the government available for projects like
these. Please don't sell us out for a few dollars.
Hal Rasmussen, 2750 Artesia Blvd, Redondo Beach, CA 90278

Hotmail has tools for the New Busy. Search, chat and e-mail from your inbox. Learn more.
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From: Walker, Daniel [mailto:daniel.walker2@boeing.com]
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 7:22 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: comments: South Bay Green Line Extension
Dear Randy Lamm, Project manager;
As the co-founder of Friends of the Green Line, we generally support expansion of fast, efficient, safe,
clean transportation options for those of us who live near and use the Metro Green Line. We support Metro
building a south bay southern extension of the Green Line as quickly as possible. If new stations are added near
population destinations in Redondo Beach (i.e. near South Bay Galleria), Lawndale, and Torrance, more commuters will
use the Green Line to go to work, school, shopping, etc. More rapid transit ridership means less car traffic congestion on
South Bay streets and freeways, less air pollution, and less fuel usage. If built right, passenger rail can be a good
neighbor for near by residents in the South Bay area. Passenger trains on modern tracks (unlike old freight tracks) can
run quietly and add little or no significant air pollution or vibration. Some unfamilar residents may fear the unknown and
imagine the project may impact them like a mile long, old noisy freight train. However, a close by, convenient, clean,
safe Metro station will enhance property values in Redondo Beach, Torrance, Lawndale, as it has recently in Pasadena,
Long Beach, and else where.
The two build alternatives under consideration are essentally:
1. a two track LRT southern extension (similar to existing Green Line)
2. DMU on existing tracks from South Bay to LAX
Metro should fully study potential station locations at
Manhattan Beach / Inglewood Ave.
Redondo Beach South Bay Galleria (between Artesia and Grant)
Hawthorne Blvd. / 190th
Torrance Transportation Center (Crenshaw Blvd., a couple blocks north of Torrance Blvd.)
If additional funding allows extension further southeast, also study potential rail stations at
Sepulveda / Western
Vermont / 110 Freeway Harbor Transitway
Both train type alternatives have many positive features (and a few limitations) which should be fully studied in the EIR by
Metro and expert consultants. However, It is difficult to recommend the best option for a South Bay extension today
without knowing what may be done with the rest of the Harbor Subdivision tracks. Metro owns the whole Harbor
Subdivision right of way, including tracks running from near downtwon LA to Carson (near San Pedro/Wilmington
Harbor). How can Metro best utilize this whole critical right of way to improve transportation to/from and within the South
Bay?
Any Green Line corridor South Bay extension will benefit immensely from the Crenshaw Corridor Project, which
will extend the Green Line LRT north from Aviation station to LAX and beyond north to Inglewood and Crenshaw,
connecting with Expo LRT, and hopefully connecting to the Purple Line subway in West LA. A convenient, fast link from
LAX terminals via People Mover the Green Line / Crenshaw corridor station near Century Blvd. area is essential for
regional mobility.
Questions which will help us select highest priority South Bay passenger rail option:
1. Will freight continue to use Harbor Subdivision tracks?
1a. If so, along which sections of track?
2. Can passenger trains use these tracks during day and freight limited to run just at night?
3. Can DMU trains (Metrolink type) service (proposed to only from Torrance Transit Center to LAX) be eventually
extended all the way to downtown LA Union Station via Harbor Subdivision tracks?
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4. What service further southeast along Harbor Subdivision tracks is feasible from Torrance to San
Pedro/Wilmington/Long Beach? (Whichever option is built should not preclude a future link to the Blue Line LRT in Long
Beach.)
5. Where is the right of way wide enough to support existing freight service and two (or one) additional commuter rail
track?
5a. Where can Metro feasibly add passing sidings in South Bay area (and along the entire Harbor Subdivision for future
passenger rail extensions)?
6. Is there sufficient funding available to build adequate grade separation bridges to minimize impact on South Bay cross
street traffic, improve safety, and minimize at-grade horn noise?
7. Can South Bay trains optionally run north / south to LAX and beyond to Expo (and/or also from South Bay east to
Norwalk)
8. Will Green Line be eventually extended east a couple miles from Norwalk Green Line station to Norwalk / Santa Fe
Springs Metrolink station?
9. Will Metro study how upgrading existing Harbor Subdivision tracks could improve noise levels and vibration from
existing freight trains?
10. If LRT is selected for train technology, is the existing Green Line Maintenence Facility (on Aviation, south of
Rosecrans) large enough to handle the extra trainsets?
10a. If not, where would the new maintenence facility for LRT be built?
11. If DMU is selected for train technology, where would the new DMU maintenence facility be built?

We support a fast commuter rail Green Line corridor southern extension to Redondo Beach and Torrance Transportation
Centers, especially if this extension can eventually continue further southeast to Harbor / Long Beach area, as well as
north to LAX and beyond to the rest of the expanding Metro rail system.
Sincerely,
Daniel Walker
7416 West 82nd Street
Los Angeles, CA 90045
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From: Gregory Laushine [mailto:gregory@laushine.org]
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 10:32 PM
To: SouthBayExtension
Subject: Comment on Green Line Extension to Torrance

Thanks for the info.
I read through the impact reports provided online.
I live close to the proposed regional center in Torrance (Beech Ave North of Torrance Blvd). This is a couple blocks from
the proposed station on Crenshaw Blvd. The station would be attractive to commute to my current job at LA AFB (If I
were still employed there 10 years from now when the station is open).
For me this would be outweighed by the extra street traffic congestion that I expect the station would create on
Crenshaw Blvd, impacting every auto trip I make to and from my house. I am also concerned about the station making
my neighborhood more accessible to criminals. We already have enough burgleries here.
Thanks
Greg Laushine
1019 Beech Ave.
Torrance, CA 90501
(310) 936-4258
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